
The right answer to all business types,
All wise solutions you need,
with international standard



TRUSTED PROVIDER

ISO 22301:2012
CLOUD IaaS

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
MANAGEMENT

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011
CLOUD MANAGEMENT

Enterprise Network Connectivity
and DATA CENTER Management

SAP Certified
Provider of 

Hosting Services

HANA Operations &
CLOUD Operations

PCI DSS
Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard

ISO 27799:2016
Health Informatics

Information Security

Uptime Institute
Tier III Design

ISO/IEC 27001:2013
CLOUD & DATA CENTER 
SECURITY Management

CSA-STAR
CLOUD SECURITY
for Service Provider

ISO 27017:2015
CLOUD Information 

Security Management

ISO 27018:2014
Protection of Personally

Identifiable Information (PII)
in Public Cloud

World Class Data Center
INET-IDC3

INET is a comprehensive ICT infrastructure service 
provider that is the right choice for businesses and 
those who want to utilize ICT for enhancing their 
business competitiveness.   

We provide a wide range of services including Cloud 
solutions, total Internet networking, and INET data 
centers (INET-IDC) for those who want to raise their 
business efficiency to international level.

Internet Thailand Public Company Limited

World Class
Standard Guarantee



TRUSTED PROVIDER DRaaS 
Disaster Recovery as a Service

Business Continuity 
Planning  

DRaaS provides alternative backup site on 
Cloud-based to protect your data and informa-
tion from loss as well as allow you to retrieve 
lost data in the case of unexpected disaster 
beyond control to ensure your seamless 
business continuity with minimum loss. DRaaS 
is the perfect solution for any organizations 
which need the main system backup for 
consistent business or data center.

BCP Room 
In case of an emergency, BCP can provide a 
virtual machine, cloud for your data based on 
the number of users, furnished with Internet 
and Cloud connected facilities to ensure 
perfectly continuity operation for your 
business.

INET Tetration
Real Time Analytics System that gather the 
information from client's hardware, software 
and network through the system's sensor 
which analyzed by Machine learning to the 
easy reading graphs. Helpful and easier to 
check and monitoring the errors or problems 
that happened from infrastructure through 
the application and efficiently help to solve 
the issues right at a time.

A Cloud-based data backup service that the 
customer’s admin can retrieve data quickly 
and brings data backing-up efficiency to 
another level.  You can select the best 
back-up format to fit your needs in continual 
operation and protection against business 
contingency that may lead to loss and 
damages to the business.

Backup as a Service 
BaaS 

INETS3 is a Cloud Storage service that 
enables users to access data quickly and 
accurately.  This system is also compatible to 
the most up-to-date technology. INET S3 is 
developed by NetApp, one of the leading 
developers in storage systems to ensure 
flawless reliable standard.

INETS3  

A combined technology of the Public and 
Private Cloud for more a flexible Cloud 
Solution that the clients can utilize the 
available functions from both systems as to 
suit the business needs, while critical data is 
stored in their data center or the Private 
Cloud. IT Resources can be shared with the 
Public Cloud through INET.

Hybrid Cloud 

Network Connectivity
Systematically connect the network to a 
central infrastructure to minimize IT risks 
for the customers.  With a high-quality 
networking system allows centralized 
control with internet connection via cutting 
edge technology such as Node, VRF, and 
Hybrid Wan.

Virtual Machine as a Service 
VMaaS  

A High-performance Virtual Machine with a 
security system equipped, to protect the 
machine against cyber threats, can allocate 
and manage resources based on the actual 
usage. Accordingly, we also provide effective 
IT resources management services for the 
customers.



Co-location  
Customers can entrust their company’s server 
by choosing our service, as the following: 1/2 
Rack Co-location, Private Co-location, Full 
Rack Co-location, or High-Density Full Rack 
Co-location.

Database as a Service
DBaaS  

DBaaS offers a sever that is specifically 
designed for Cloud-based database manage-
ment systems, with a 24/7 supervision by the 
System Administrator to ensure consistent 
availability.

A software that offers all-size online storage 
at affordable prices. The File Sync & Share 
technology enables the system administrator 
to manage user’s privacy, user’s access, and 
user group by classifying the user’s authority 
and priority for access limitation

File Sharing 
as a Service 

Highly efficient Infrastructure of ERP system 
on SAP HANA certification that comes with 
fully-furnished management services, offering 
startup packages and improved specification 
as your business grow

SAP HANA 
as a Service

Productive & 
Collaboration Services 
WebEx Conference Service:  empowers you 
to hold teleconferences anywhere, any time.

PBX Service:  enables effective and secured 
internal telephone communications.

Web Hosting
An exceptionally secure hosting service with a 
dedicated-server format, allowing flexibility in 
designing as well as supporting a heavy web 
workload that requires high stability for 
smooth operation.

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

A state-of-the-art virtual work environment 
that facilitates you with a virtual personal 
computer platform that allows you to work 
anywhere any time through internet connec-
tion via communication device such as PC, 
notebooks, smartphones, tablets. 

VDI 

A Cloud-based file and information management 
system that enables all documents storage 
equipped with a user-friendly searching tool for 
easier access to all your important data. The 
document version, access, and authorization can 
be controlled. Moreover, DMS also provide an 
OCR function that converts image to text with 
high accuracy.

Document Management System
DMS



Productive & 
Collaboration Services 

AI  

Infrastructure as a Service for AI:  for faster and 
more accurate data analysis, reduce management 
procedure and time which lead to less human 
error, and improve problem resolution.

Chatbot Service: provides automatic question 
response software and engines for Social Media to 
interact with users 24/7. 

Artificial Intelligence

Analytics as a Service
ATaaS  

We provides data analysis software, which 
displays the result of graphical information 
on an online platform, with nearly real-time 
basis, enabling the management team to 
make right decisions in the right time.

Infrastructure designed for Big Data Solution 
facilitates the user to analyze, estimate the 
result, as well as forecast future possibilities, 
making Data Science easier with data analysis 
and processing tools that support both 
Hortonworks and Cloudera.  

Big Data as a Service 
BDaaS 

This is a security system to protect your 
computer network against any cyber threats. 
Our Services cover a wide range of security 
systems including Virtual Firewall, Loadbalance, 
WAF and iLog. 

Security 
as a Service 

with Our Services 
 Performance,
Lift Up Your Work

Save

Change a massive, one-time 
investment to a monthly cost 
(CAPEX to OPEX). This will 
help you save operating 
costs, equipment cost, and 
maintenance cost.

Scale

IT Resources can be allocated 
according to actual business 
need and usage.

Support

24/7 help center located in 
Thailand is provided.

Safe

3 Data Centers with 99.90% 
SLA Uptime, to ensure the 
stability of the data security.

Secure

International standard certifi-
cated, to secure your business.



INET Brochures
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E-TRANSACTION

CUSTOMER
TOUCH POINT

One Electronic Billing e-tax One.th is the 
comprehensive system that issues the e-tax 
invoice in compliance with the Thailand Revenue 
Department’s standard. Simply initiate and 
charge by actual usage to enhance efficiency 
and reduce cost and time of paperwork preparation.

D Solution Dot Com provides the e-Office 
service that is the right answer to all business 
needs, such as teleconference, file management, 
and attendance management. Designed with a 
highly accepted cutting-edge Cloud-based 
platform, it allows fast, convenient, safe access 
from anywhere at any time.

ALLDEMICS is the online learning center, 
offering both general academic and technical 
occupational courses. It is fast, convenient, and 
safe with highly secured data storage system. 
Certificates can also be granted.

Data Next is the e-Exam or e-Test provider. 
The test is conducted and managed online. 
Academic institutions may use this system to 
develop and improve their curriculum according 
to the Thailand 4.0 concept. 

iRecruit provides the online application 
system for government bureaus, including 
application management, seating arrangement, 
data processing, to the announcement. We 
have fourteen years of experienced in this area.

Thai Dot Com Payment  serves as the online 
payment channel for E-Commerce, both for 
B2B and B2C. It is ISO27001, PCI-DSS, and 
Bank of Thailand (BOT) certified.

INET Managed Services include IT Solutions, IT 
Service Management, and Security Services.  Our 
professional experience can guarantee quality 
services for the clients.

Talk to Me is a comprehensive Call Center 
service with high experience and expertise in 
interacting and resolving problems for the 
clients, expanding the customer base, and 
communicating new products/services/promotions 
to the customers without the customer investing 
in the system and resources themselves.



CLOUD
PLATFORM

BIG DATA

Service One Solution IT Service Management 
handles incidents, problems, requests, and 
changes reported via different channels by 
applying a Ticket Number and real-time ticket 
status dashboard.

One Email is Email as a Service that is the right 
answer to every company’s need by offering 
standard features and domestic data. The 
system is administered by our email expert 
with more than twenty years of experience. 
This service will also enhance your trustworthiness 
with less expenses reflecting according to the 
actual usage.  

Atcetera is the leading Cloud Solution provider 
powered by Microsoft Azure Stack Software on 
INET Cloud, which leads to higher efficiency, 
flexibility, and safety of the business.

Thaidotcom Marketplace presents Thai quality 
software on the cloud-based platform with 
highly recognized standard. It is available with 
“Pay-As-You-Go” payment method. All kind of 
software is available for compatible all need of 
business sectors.   

OpenLandscape is the provider of Cloud 
Computing Services in Thailand. The right 
answer for Developers at the rewarding price. 
to price-sensitive developers who are looking 
for a high-efficiency world class INET infrastructure.  
24-hour help and consultancy are provided.

Manage AI  is the AI Machine Learning System 
that provide more accurate video analysis than 
humans. This Data Unstructure technique 
analyses images quickly and accurately. It is 
the perfect solution for every business that 
works with images or handles video diagnosis.

INTELLIGIST is the leader in Advanced Data 
Analytics applying Big Data technology for 
data analysis, helping you make the right 
decisions precisely that will accelerate your 
business more effectively.

One Geo Survey provides the Platform Service 
for storing information, such as satellite images, 
demographic information, and geographic 
information for community development work.



CYBER
SECURITY

BUSINESS
PLATFORM

IOT

Thai Identities  is an authorized ID confirmation 
system used as a central ID for online connection 
in the corporate. ONE ID can be registered and 
created as one-stop service. Then the ID can 
be used for several systems. With this system, 
your data is highly secured and protected.   

One Space   offers advanced data security by 
“Blockchain as a Service”, which compatible for 
both Ethereum and Hyperledger. One Space is 
the first in Thailand to provide Thailand-based 
Data Center, supporting the internal and 
external data connection of any business.

One Authen is the reliable Digital Signature 
platform, which helps users save stationery 
costs and offers higher efficiency for corre-
spondence, saving, retrieving, and monitoring 
documents.

One Centric provides the Chat Application and 
Cloud Messaging Platform. Data is stored in 
the Cloud in Thailand with worldwide accepted 
standard to keep all your conversation 
secured.

NEXPIE  is the expert provider of the Internet 
of Things (IoT) and the IoT Platform, including 
IoT Package Management, IoT Web Application/ 
IoT Mobile Application development service to 
connect applications or hardware to the IoT 
system, and IoT system development or modi-
fication. Avoid the investment cost of having 
your own maintenance unit.

Avilon is a designing service provider of 
customized drone system, bundled with 
high-resolution of images and video map 
creation. Avilon is also in favour of construction 
measuring for planning and area survey for a 
crop spraying.

Agrinno is the new era of agricul-
tural technology for generating 
and increasing productivity. Smart 
Farming function can manage the 
output per acre and forecast the 
plant risks. This Platform as a Service 
is provided without the user’s own 
investment of technology.

PACHETI is a small portable beacon tracker 
that can be attached to a pet’s collar.  It is 
operated alongside with the application to 
pinpoint the location accurately and empowered 
by a QR Code to quickly identify the spot.



https://one.th

NETWORK

INEXT broadband  is the provider of high-speed 
Broadband Internet through the fiber optic 
network (FTTX). Users can access websites 
from anywhere in the world very quickly with 
the highest speed and quality to ensure 
completely smooth Streaming, Video on Demand, 
and Server networking.    

Trusted Platform service for information exchange 
among the public sector, private sector, and the 
people sector, that allows quick, easy, and reliable 
communication and transactions.


